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Abstract
Human–robot collaboration in industrial applications is a challenging robotic task. Human working together with the robot
at a workplace to complete a task may create unpredicted events for the robot, as humans can act unpredictably. Humans
tend to perform a task in a not fully repetitive manner using their expertise and cognitive capabilities. The traditional robot
programming cannot cope with these challenges of human–robot collaboration. In this paper, a framework for robot learning
by multiple human demonstrations is introduced. Through the demonstrations, the robot learns the sequence of actions for
an assembly task (high-level learning) without the need of pre-programming. Additionally, the robot learns every path as
needed for object manipulation (low-level learning). Once the robot has the knowledge of the demonstrated task, it can
perform the task in collaboration with the human. However, the need for adaptation of the learned knowledge may arise as
the human collaborator could introduce changes in the environment, such as placing an object to be manipulated in a position
and orientation different from the demonstrated ones. In this paper, a novel real-time adaptation algorithm to cope with these
changes in the environment, introduced by the human factor, is proposed. The proposed algorithm is able to identify the
sequence of actions needed to be performed in a new environment. A Gaussian Mixture Model-based modification algorithm
is able to adapt the learned path in order to enable robot to successfully complete the task without the need of additional
training by demonstration. The proposed framework copes with changes in the position and orientation of the objects to
be manipulated and also provides obstacle avoidance. Moreover, the framework enables the human collaborator to suggest
different sequence of actions for the learned task, which will be performed by the robot. The proposed algorithm was tested
on a dual-arm industrial robot in an assembly scenario and the results are presented. Shown results demonstrate a potential
of the proposed robot learning framework to enable continuous human–robot collaboration.

Keywords Robot learning · Human–robot collaboration · Modified GMM algorithm · Industrial assembly task · Adaptation
to environmental changes
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1 Introduction

There is a growing interest for human–robot collaboration
in manufacturing (Nikolaidis and Shah 2013; Pedersen et al.
2016; ABB 2014; KUKA Robotic 2017). Whereas in the
past it was all about replacing the work of humans with that
of robots, today the focus is much more on the robot as an
assistant or collaborator. The work presented in this paper
contributes to the research and development in the human–
robot collaboration in industrial applications, by proposing
a framework for the manufacturing assembly scenarios with
the following goals:

• robot learns the sequence of actions (high-level learning)
needed to perform an assembly task from the human col-
laborators without pre-programming, which includes the
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object moving and grasping/releasing actions (low-level
learning of trajectories),

• robot adapts the learned paths to environmental changes,
which are introducedby thehumancollaborators,without
additional training and

• robot performs the learned sequence of actions in differ-
ent order of occurrence after suggestion from the human
collaborator. If the human collaborator is satisfied with
the new sequence of actions, the robot learns it.

Traditionally, the industrial robot manipulators are widely
used in production lines as they are precise and swift. How-
ever, traditional industrial manipulators are pre-programmed
by human programmers to perform a specific task in a
well-structured and constant environment. In the case of envi-
ronmental changes, the human programmer would have to
take into account all the possible events in advance, and
would need to code the actions of the robot as response
to all these different events. This process would involve
thorough testing of each different case. However, if new cir-
cumstances, which were not considered beforehand, appear,
the entire pre-programming process would be repeated for
which the robot would have to stay out of service until it
is re-programmed. In order to make industrial robot pro-
gramming easier, several technologies have been used in
past years. One of them is a framework that enables human
collaborators to simply demonstrate the task to the robot as
opposite to timeconsumingandhigh technical skills demand-
ing traditional robot programming methods (Zhang et al.
2016).

Additionally, regardless of their high precision, accuracy
and speed, nowadays industrial robots are not able to perform
every task autonomously. Human workers are still needed in
assembly and manufacturing production lines, as they have
cognition that enables them to respond and adapt quickly to
uncertain environments and unpredicted events in a way that
is still not possible for robots. Therefore, currently, research
is focused on human–robot interaction in industry and on
the human–robot synergetic work to perform a given task
(Tellaeche et al. 2015).

However, humans sharing the sameworkspace andmanip-
ulating the same objects with robots may introduce uncer-
tainty in the robot’s working environment. Let’s take as an
example a human and robot collaboration in an assembly of
an object consisting of several parts. Firstly, in the training
phase, the human demonstrates to the robot the actions that
have to be performed in order to complete the task. Actions
could be the following: pick object-part 2, move and place
it on top of the object-part 1, and then pick object-part 3,
move and place it on top of the object-part 2. In the work-
ing phase, the robot–human team is jointly assembling the
objects. Firstly, the human co-worker places the object’s parts
on the working table and the robot performs the actions of

manipulating the object’s parts, learned during the training
phase, so to position them on top of each other. Since the
human collaborator is not as precise as the robot, he/she can-
not place the object’s parts in every repetition of the assembly
task exactly at the object’s parts positions and orientations
demonstrated during the training phase. Furthermore, the
robot may cooperate with different human collaborators dur-
ing a working day, which may introduce uncertainties for the
robot’s performance as each human collaborator could posi-
tion and orientate the object’s parts differently. Moreover,
by mistake, human collaborators may place some objects,
such as working tools, on the working table beside the parts
of the objects to be assembled introducing so obstacles in
robot’s working environments. This may cause collision, bad
handling or other damages to the robot. In order to perform
the task successfully and without interruptions in spite of
the obstacles in the workspace, the robot needs to adapt to
environmental changes and to avoid the obstacles without
any additional training, alike the way a human collaborator
would react to an obstacle appearance. In this paper, a novel
framework that can enable robot to adapt the learned task to
environmental changes without the need of additional train-
ing is suggested.

The proposed framework is based on an approach that
enables the robot to learn object manipulation tasks involv-
ing as many objects as the industrial assembly task requires.
This learning can be achieved by multiple human demon-
strations (demos), which introduces both the autonomous
adaptation of the learned actions to the different objects’
poses and the obstacle avoidance as requirements. In the pre-
sented framework, robot learns the sequence of actions for
the demonstrated task, which are adapted in real-time to envi-
ronmental changes if they appear. Additionally, the human
collaborator is able to change the sequence of actions to per-
form the assembly task in an alternative way, and to provide
feedback to the robot on its performance, so the robot learns
the sequence with positive feedback.

This paper is organized as follows. The related work is
presented in Sect. 2. The overview of the proposed novel
robot learning framework is given in Sect. 3. The off-line
learning of sequence of actions is presented in Sect. 4, while
the online working phase for the adaptation to environmental
changes and obstacle avoidance in described in Sect. 5. The
results of the experiments with the real robot are shown in
Sect. 6 and the conclusion and future work are discussed in
Sect. 7.

2 Related work

Robot learning from demo is a method in which the human
“teacher (demonstrator)” shows (demonstrates) his/her per-
formance to the robot learner and the robot tries to imitate the
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demonstrated performance. Each process of robot learning
from demo is composed of three fundamental steps: obser-
vation, representation and reproduction (Dindo and Schillaci
2010).

There are different methods to gather the datasets (obser-
vation of the demo) as summarized in Argall et al. (2009).
These methods are: tele-operation with joystick or differ-
ent other interfaces (Forbes et al. 2015; Pathirage et al.
2013), kinesthetic teaching (Kormushev et al. 2010; Kober
and Peters 2009), wearable sensors placed on the teacher’
body (Krug and Dimitrovz 2013; Leitner et al. 2014), and
vision-based external sensors (Quintero et al. 2014; Zhang
et al. 2016).

Given a dataset of the skills or task executions that have
been acquired using one or combination of themethodsmen-
tioned above, the robot learner must be able to learn a skill or
a task from the dataset. In some studies, instead of using one
dataset, datasets of multiple demos (Calinon et al. 2010b),
(Ekvall and Kragic 2006) are used. In the work presented in
this paper, a combination of multiple datasets from demos
via kinesthetic teaching with vision-based external sensor is
used.

There are different approaches to represent (abstract) and
to learn the skill or the task from the datasets of demos. These
approaches are grouped by Calinon et al. (2010b) and Billard
et al. (2007) into two categories: Skill learning at trajectory
level (low-level learning) and Symbolic task learning (high-
level learning). One of the goals of the work presented in
this paper has been to create a bridge between those two
categories by combining high-level and low-level learning.

2.1 Skill learning at the trajectory level (low-level
learning)

The main goal of this learning approach is to enable robot
to learn the basic movements or gestures (motor skills).
However, the approach does not allow reproducing of more
complicated high-level tasks.

One popular method from this category isDynamic Move-
ment Primitives (DMP) (Schaal et al. 2005; Pastor et al.
2009), which allows robot to learn a non-linear differential
equation based on the movement observed by one demo. In
order to achieve generalization, in the modified DMP method
(Park et al. 2008), the learned differential equation can be
adapted for different start and goal desired positions of the
movement or for the obstacle avoidance. Moreover, since the
DMP algorithm works with one demo only, it was combined
with Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to learn from multi-
ple demos (Yin and Chen 2014). DMP can also be combined
with Reinforcement learning to initialize the set of primitives
for the demonstrated skill in order to improve and adapt the
encoded skill by learning optimal policy parameters (Kormu-
shev et al. 2010; Kober and Peters 2009). Another approach

to model the robot motion with dynamic systems is Stable
Estimator of Dynamic Systems (SEDS) (Khansari-Zadeh and
Billard 2011). SEDS method is able to model the robot skill
from multiple demos with different starting positions and
same target position.

Hidden Markov model (HMM) based approaches have
been also used for learning at trajectory level. In
Calinon et al. (2011), the time and space constrains are
learned by the HMM based framework. Additionally, a
comparison between HMM with time dependent Gaussian
Mixture Regression (GMR) andDMP is presented in thework
by Calinon et al. (2010a), where it was shown how each
framework can learn a trajectory based on multiple demos.
Few demos are firstly taken having the same initial points but
different goal point and after that few demos with the same
goal point and different initial points are considered. The
shown reproduction satisfied the constraints of the demon-
strated task.

Another approach for the skill learning at the trajectory
level is the estimation of a distribution, which is determined
by Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) (Calinon et al. 2007;
Sabbaghi et al. 2014), where Gaussian Mixture Regression
(GMR) is used to generalize the trajectories. GMM can also
be combined with virtual spring-damper system (DS-GMR)
(Calinon et al. 2014) or with linear attractor system com-
binedwithGMR (Mühlig et al. 2012) so to enable the robot to
perform the learned skill with new start and target positions.
Moreover, GMM/GMR is combined with DMP for general-
izing the learned trajectory to new goal point and obstacle
avoidance (Ghalamzan et al. 2015).

Furthermore, an algorithm based on discrete Laplace–
Beltrami operator (Nierhoff et al. 2016) enables online
adaptation of a learned trajectory to dynamic environmen-
tal changes while keeping the shape of the trajectory similar
to the shape of the original trajectory.

In the approach presented in this paper, GMM is used for
the low-level trajectory learning because it is amethodwhich
enables automatic extraction of trajectory constrains (Cali-
non et al. 2007). Also, a novel modified GMM/GMRmethod
is used, which enables the robot to adapt the trajectory to
environmental changes and to provide obstacle avoidance.
The GMR is a real-time and analytic solution to produce
smooth trajectory from the GMM/modified GMM. The pro-
duced trajectory can be used directly for the efficient robot
control. The task is demonstrated offline multiple times in
the unchanged environmental conditions and the adaptation
module modifies the trajectories to meet the environmental
changes appeared in the online robot functioning (working)
phase. Table 1 shows a comparison between the related work
and the presented novel approach for the skill learning at tra-
jectory level with respect to number of human demos (single
or multiple), method for reproduction, and possibilities for
the adaptation to environmental changes.
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2.2 Symbolic task learning (high-level learning)

In symbolic learning, the task is encoded according to the
sequences of predefined motion elements. This approach
allows the robot to learn the sequence of actions, so the robot
can learn high-level task (Ekvall and Kragic 2006). A dis-
advantage of symbolic learning is that it relies on a priori
knowledge to be able to abstract the important key-points of
the demonstrated task.

For the abstraction and recognition of high-level skills,
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) have been widely used.
HMM-based frameworks are used to generalize a task
demonstrated multiple times to a robot (Kruger et al. 2010;
Akgun and Thomaz 2016). The redundancies across all
demos are identified and used for the reproduction of the
task by the robot.

Another approach for the high-level task learning is the
Growing Hierarchical Dynamic Bayesian Network (GHDBN)
which is used for the representation and reproduction of
complex actions from data (Dindo and Schillaci 2010). The
GHDBN is a two-level Hierarchical Dynamic Bayesian Net-
work (HDBN) where one level describes the high level
representation of the task and the other describes the low
level behavior of the robot.

A probabilistic approach for the representation and learn-
ing of complex manipulation based on multi-level Hierar-
chical Hidden Markov Model (HHMM) is presented in Patel
et al. (2014), where the complex manipulation tasks are
decomposed into multiple levels of abstraction to represents
the actions in simpler way called action primitives.

A segmentation GMM-based framework provides task
learning from a single demo (Lee et al. 2015). The GMM
is combined with Principal component analysis (PCA) for
dimensionality reduction and selection of the number of seg-
ments.

In the approach presented in this paper, the authors use
a segmentation algorithm to split the demonstrated task to
individual actions, and the Gaussians from the GMMmodel
are grouped based on those actions.

2.3 Human–robot collaboration in industrial
applications

As the robots are increasingly being used on factory floors,
researchers are looking for the ways to help humans to
work safe and more efficient with their electromechanical
counterparts. In Weistroffer et al. (2014) the focus is on
the acceptability of human–robot collaboration in industrial
environments by designing a use case in which a human and
a robot work side-by-side on the automotive assembly lines
in physical and virtual environments. The results showed that
the human collaborators preferred the virtual environment as
the direct physical contact of the robot and the human collab-
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Fig. 1 Overview of the suggested robot learning framework for assembly task (Color figure online)

orator is avoided. In some other works, the implementation
of methods that enabled acceptance of direct human–robot
objectmanipulationwas investigated. For example, inMaeda
et al. (2017) an imitation learning method based on proba-
bilistic movement primitives is proposed and it is tested in
the hand-over of objects between the robot and the human.

In this paper, the authors present a framework which
enables human–robot cooperation in an industrial assem-
bly application combinedwith the virtual environment-based
situation awareness, which enables testing of robot’s move-
ments before their execution.

3 Overview of the suggested robot learning
framework

The overall structure of the proposed framework is shown
in Fig. 1. The dual-arm industrial pi4 Workerbot 3 (http://
www.pi4.de/english/systems/workerbot.html) is used as the
framework robotic platform. It consists of two 6-degrees
of freedom UR10 robotic arms controlled by the gravity-
compensation controllers, which enables the use of the

kinesthetic teaching for the human demo of the task to the
robot. In the kinesthetic teaching, the human teacher demon-
strates the task by grasping the robot’s end-effector and
moving it along the appropriate trajectories throughout the
task demo. In the used two-arm robotic platform, the end-
effector of each robotic arm is an industrial vacuum gripper
with two actuation status, “On” denoting the activated object
manipulation (gripping) and “Off” denoting the not-activated
gripping status. A Kinect for Xbox One camera (http://www.
xbox.com/en-US/xbox-one/accessories/kinect) is mounted
onto the head of the Workerbot and it is used as the vision-
sensor which provides information about the working place,
which is the working table located in front of the Worker-
bot and about the objects placed on the working table. The
Kinect sensor features an RGB camera and a Depth sensor,
and the Point Cloud Library (PCL—http://pointclouds.org/)
is used to generate the point cloud of the scene from the
Kinect sensor data and to process it.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the proposed framework is orga-
nized in two main modules, the offline learning phase and
the online working phase. A sub-module which is com-
mon for both main modules is the Environmental Perception
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Fig. 2 a The demonstrated scenario of the assembly of the robot gripper. b–d Initial scene of the gripper assembly scenario for three different cases
(Color figure online)

module. This module processes the Point Could Data from
the vision-sensor. Firstly, plane detection is performed to
locate the working table with the objects placed on it. Sec-
ondly, a 3D-point cloud based processing object detection
and recognition is performed. The output of this module is
the information on position, orientation and dimension of
every object on the working table with respect to the world
coordinate system (Fang 2016).

During the learning (teaching) phase, all the actions
needed to complete the assembly task are demonstrated via
kinesthetic teaching several times by one or more human
teachers (demonstrators). The working hypothesis of mul-
tiple demos is that the learning from a single demo has
limitations as the human teacher may make mistakes dur-
ing the demo so that the robot could be vulnerable to those
mistakes. Also, the human teacher has a low precision com-
pared to the robot and may perform unnecessary movements
in attempts to be very precise in positioning the robot’s
end-effector. Furthermore, as the different human demos
lead to differently demonstrated skills, an optimally learned
skill could outcome from a combination of different demos.

Because of this, in the presentedwork, learning frommultiple
demos is suggested.

For the evaluation of the presented framework, an assem-
bly of a robot gripper is selected as an appropriate industrial
scenario. The assembly of the robot gripper consisting of 5
parts is illustrated in Fig. 2a. As shown, there are 4 objects, 4
gripper’s parts, which shall be assembled with the 5th, base
part, to complete the assembly task. The manipulation of
each gripper’s part, so called subtask, is done through the
sequence of actions: “start arm moving”, “object grasping”,
“arm moving while carrying the grasped object”, “object
releasing” and “arm moving away from the working table”.
During the demos, both robot arms can be used, but never
at the same time because of safety. Different human collab-
orators are asked to demonstrate the complete task multiple
times in the following order: manipulate the top part with the
left arm (subtask 1), manipulate the black part with the right
arm (subtask 2), manipulate the left side part with the left
arm (subtask 3) and manipulate the right side part (subtask
4). The scenes after every manipulation are shown in Fig. 2a.
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3.1 Offline learning phase

The offline learning module consists of the following 2 sub-
modules:

• Data acquisition module This module records and stores
in the robot database the joint angles, the end-effector
pose of both robotic arms with respect to the world
coordinate system as well as the actuation status of the
grippers during the human demos. Each demo presents
the complete assembly task. Additionally, this module
stores in the database all the data provided by the Envi-
ronmental Perception Module.

• Learning of sequence of actions module This module
enables the robot to learn the sequence of actions needed
to complete the demonstrated object manipulation task
without the need for pre-programming by the human
collaborator. The learning module is organized into two
layers:

– High-level task learning compromising Symbolic
Task Learning and consisting of the following steps:
automatic task segmentation into actions (Sect. 4.1.1),
which splits the task into subtasks and each subtask
into actions, and labeling of the involved objects with
specific IDs (Sect. 4.1.2).

– Low-level skill Learning comprising the Skill Learn-
ing at the trajectory level, which consists of two
steps resulting in the learned end-effector path. These
steps are: selection of similar demos (Sect. 4.2.1) and
Gaussian mixture model (GMM)/Gaussian mixture
regression (GMR) (Sect. 4.2.2).

The outcomes of the Learning of Sequence of Actions
module are stored in the database and they are: the task seg-
mented into actions; the position, orientation, dimensions and
assigned ID of every involved object (as shown in Fig. 2b),
the learned Gaussian mixture model (GMM) of the demon-
strated end-effector paths and the learned end-effector paths
generated by the GMR.

3.2 Online working phase

The online working phase is the phase in which the robot
performs the learned task in real-time and the human col-
laborator is working together with the robot to complete the
assembly task. In the presented scenario, the robot manipu-
lates the gripper parts so to place them in appropriate places
next to each other, while the human collaborator is supposed
to screw the parts together in order to successfully complete
the assembly task.Additionally, human collaborator also pro-
vides inputs to robot’s execution of the object manipulation
tasks.Namely, before the task execution the learned sequence

of actions will be displayed via Graphical User Interface
(GUI) to the human collaborator. The human collaborator
has than opportunity to either confirm the learned sequence
of actions or to suggest new sequence of actions needed
for completion of the task. Also, at the end of the robot’s
task execution, the human collaborator provides a feedback
(positive/negative) on the robot performance of particular
sequence of actions. If the feedback is positive, the executed
sequence of actions is stored so that only the sequences with
the positive feedbacks are displayed to the human collab-
orator for the confirmation/adaptation before the next task
execution.

The online phase consists of the following:

• Real-time adaptation module This module is organized
into two layers:

– High-level adaptation module firstly performs object
identification by identifying the objects on the work-
ing table based on their dimensions and pose. For the
sake of explanation simplicity, the objects involved
in the task during demo, which are stored in the
database, are referred as original objects and the
objects present in the scene in the working phase
are current objects. The current objects are labeled
based on their role in the task. In order to identify
which current object matches which original object,
the dimensions of the objects are compared. If there
are more original objects with the same dimensions
as the current object, the distance between the pose
of each such original object and the pose of the cur-
rent object is calculated. A current object is labeled
with the ID of the original object of the same dimen-
sions, which is the closest to the pose of the current
object. The current objects, whose dimensions are not
matched to any of the original objects, are treated as
obstacles. An example of object identification and ID
assignment is shown in Fig. 2c.
Once the objects identification is completed, the
learned sequence of actions is displayed via GUI
to the human collaborator and he/she can confirm
the sequence of actions or select a different one. For
example, in the presented assembly scenario shown in
Fig. 2a, the human collaborator can change the origi-
nally demonstrated sequence of actions by changing
the order of the object manipulation. The originally
learned sequence of actions and the newly suggested
sequence of actions for the assembly of the same parts
are shown in Fig. 2b, d respectively.

– Low-level adaptation module is a novel GMM-based
method for the real-time adaptation of the learned
low-level skills (trajectories) to the new environmen-
tal conditions. The new environmental conditions
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Fig. 3 Task segmentation into
actions for the demonstrated
gripper assembly scenario. a
Task segmentation to actions for
left arm, b task segmentation to
actions for right arm (Color
figure online)

could arise due to changes in position and orientation
of the objects as well as due to obstacles. The GMM-
based adaptation is followed by the GMR method to
generate the adapted path to be followed by robot’s
end-effector so that the object manipulation task can
be completed. Further details of thismodule are given
in Sect. 5.

• Virtual environment-based situation awareness module
A virtual environment has been developed using the
ROS-based tool rviz (http://wiki.ros.org/rviz) to illus-
trate the robot’s environmental awareness and the robot’s
execution of the learned task. For safety reasons in
the suggested framework, the human collaborator firstly
observes what the robot intents to do in the virtual envi-
ronment and then, if safety criteria are satisfied, confirms
that the real robot can perform the visualised sequence
of actions.

4 Robot learning of sequence of actions for
assembly task (offline learning phase)

4.1 High-level learning

This Module is responsible to learn the sequence of actions
for the demonstrated assembly task. For the sake of explana-
tion clarity, the following notations (Table 2) are introduced
for this section.

4.1.1 Task segmentation into actions

The inputs to the high-level task learning are the datasets
{Lm, Rm}. As example, the z dimension (blue line) of one
demo of the gripper assembly scenario is shown in Fig. 3a,
b for the left and right robot arm, respectively. As first, the
task segmentation algorithm splits the task into subtasks. In
Fig. 3a, b, the notations “Left Subtask nL”, “Right Subtask
nR” mean that the nL th, nR subtask, was performed by the
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Table 2 Notations for Sect. 4

Data acquisition

D Total number of demonstrations

qx, qy, qz, qw The four quaternions

Lm , Rm Matrix of the left and right end-effector pose in
Cartesian space {x, y, z, qx, qy, qz, qw} and
m = 1, . . . , D

ee.on, ee.of f Index of the actuated and not-actuated end-effector
state

Task segmentation to actions

PL , PR Total number of times the left and right arm,
respectively, was used to perform a subtask

nL , nR the number of subtasks for left and right robot arm,
respectively

a Sub-path between “start moving” and “grasp”
actions

b Sub-path between “grasp” and “release” actions

c Sub-path between “release” and “stop moving”
actions

left, right robot arm, respectively. After this, the algorithm
segments the subtasks to the following sequence of actions:
“start arm moving”, “object grasp”, “object release” and
“stop armmoving” with the sub-paths, b and c that should be
followed by the end-effector between those actions (Table 2).
Segmentation of the subtasks into the sequence of actions is
illustrated in Fig. 3a, b for the z-coordinate (dimension) of
the end-effector. The segmented sub-paths a, b, c are used as
the input to the low-level learning (Sect. 4.2).

4.1.2 Object labeling

For the high-level learning of the task, that is for the learn-
ing of the sequence of task actions, the manipulated objects
during the demonstration are labeled with specific IDs that
denote the robot arm (left or right), which was used for the
object manipulation and the role of the object in the subtask.
For example, the ID “left_pick_nL” means that the identified
object was grasped (picked up) by the left robot arm dur-
ing nL th subtask. Since the proposed framework is focused
on the assembly scenario, the “left_pick_nL” object will be
assembled with another object, which will then be labelled as
“left_place_nL”. In this ID“place” couldmean that the object
“left_pick_nL” shall be placed onto the “left_place_nL”. or
shall be placed next to, that is aligned to, the “left_place_nL”,
depending on the demonstrated task. This labeling of the
objects to be manipulated is a generic method where no mat-
ter how many objects are involved in the manipulation task
the unique ID is assigned accordingly. Figure 2b shows the
labeling of objects for the presented assembly scenario. One
object can have more than one IDs, depending on its role in
the task. For example the Base Part in Fig. 2b–d is denoted as
“right/left_place_1/2” meaning that all gripper parts, those

picked up by the left and right robot arms, shall be finally
assembled with the base part.

4.2 Low-level learning

4.2.1 Selection of similar demonstrations

During human demos via kinesthetic teaching, there are two
main problems: the different duration of each demo and big
variety in demos. InFig. 4a, 9 different demosof the right sub-
task 1 are shown as an example. A widely used solution for
the first problem is Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) (Akgun
et al. 2012; Sabbaghi et al. 2014). Using of DTW also was
proposed by the authors as possible solution of the second
problem (Kyrarini et al. 2016, 2017). However, one disad-
vantage of DTW is the complexity of the algorithm which is
time consuming (Movchan and Zymbler 2015).

In the presented work, a novel method for selection of
similar demos without the use of DTW is proposed. More
precisely, the proposed algorithm is able to select similar
sub-paths. The sub-paths consists of data-points in 7+1
dimensions {x, y, z, qx, qy, qz, qw, t}, where t is tem-
poral variable, for the left and right arm are represented
by Lm,nL ,l , Rm,nR ,l , respectively, where nL = {1, . . . , PL},
nR = {1, . . . , PR} and l = {a, b, c}. The proposed algorithm
is implemented in the following 3 steps:

• Step 1: Sub-paths of the same length (duration)

Since the sub-paths have different lengths (different dura-
tion of the end-effector movements between the actions of
a sub-task) due to different speeds of performing the tasks
during thedemos, a variationof theRamer–Douglas–Peucker
(RDP) algorithm (Ramer 1972; Douglas and Peucker 1973)
is used to provide sub-paths of the same length. The
input to this algorithm are the desired length and the sub-
paths Lm,nL ,l , Rm,nR ,l , and the output is the RDP sub-paths
L_RDPm,nL ,l , R_RDPm,nR ,l . The desired length of the spec-
ified sub-path l is defined as the shortest length among the
sub-paths of every group, where a group of the sub-paths
consists of all the demos of the nL th subtask for the left arm,
that is of all the demos of the nR th subtask for the right arm.
In Fig. 4b, the output of this step is shown for nine different
demos of the right subtask 1.

• Step 2: Calculation of similarity between the sub-paths
of the same group

As mentioned above, the sub-paths are organized into
groups. For every group, the dimensions {x, y, z} are nor-
malized in the range of [−1, 1] and a similarity matrix dist
is computed as:
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Fig. 4 Example of learned GMM and modified GMM for the x-
dimension of the end effector’s pose from the demonstrated Right
Subtask 1 of the gripper assembly scenario. The Pick_Right_1 object is
moved in positive x-dimension by 0.02m in comparison to the demos
while thePick_Rlace_1 is in same place as in demos a 9 different demos
of the Right Subtask 1, b right subtask is segmented into a, b, c sub-
paths and RDP algorithm is applied, c selected similar demons, learned

GMM and identification of Gaussians from the modification of Gaus-
sian Means algorithm (step 1, 2, 4), d generated path via GMR from
the learned GMM emodification of pick and place Gaussians based on
the position of current objects—Gaussian Means algorithm (step 3), f
modification of Gaussian Means algorithm (step 5), g modification of
Gaussian Means algorithm (step 6), h generated path via GMR from
the modified GMM (Color figure online)
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distn (i, j) = w1 ∗ distPath
(

A_RDPi,n A,l , A_RDP j,n A,l
)

+w2 ∗ distIP
(

A_RDPi,n A,l , A_RDP j,n A,l
)

(1)

where: i, j = {1, . . . , D}, A = {L, R}, n A = {nL , nR}. dist-
Path is the 7 dimensional {x, y, z, qx, qy, qz, qw} Manhattan
point-to-point distance between the points of two sub-paths,
distIP is the 7 dimensional Manhattan distance between
the important points (IP) of two sub-paths where important
points in assembly task are the grasping and releasing points,
w1 andw2 are the weights which satisfy the following equa-
tions: 0 ≤ w1 ≤ 1, w2 = 1 − w1.

The similarity vector is calculated as follows:

similarity (i) =
D∑

j=1

distn (i, j) ,∀ jε {1, . . . , D} (2)

• Step 3: Selection of demonstrations for every sub-path
group

The presented algorithm gives the option to the human
demonstrator to select a number of desired demos Ds < D.
For every group of sub-paths, the demo with the smallest
value in the vector similarity is selected as the “reference”
demo r . Then, the algorithm selects the reference demo and
Ds − 1 demos that have minimal distance distn (r , j) ,∀ j ∈
{1, . . . , D} , j �= r .

The selected demos for every sub-path group are joined
together to create a complete path for each subtask as follows:

A_RDPk,n = A_RDPk,n,a ∪ A_RDPk,n,b ∪ A_RDPk,n,c

(3)

where k = {1, . . . , Ds}.
The above demos are the output of the selection of similar

demos. In Fig. 4c, the selected demos of the right subtask
1 of the gripper assembly scenario is shown as example.
Additionally, the gripper actuated and not-actuated state is
mapped to the A_RDPk,n . The notation of the matrix index
A_RDPk,n is ee.on = size

(
A_RDPk,n,a

)
for the actuated

state and ee.of f = size
(

A_RDPk,n,a ∪ A_RDPk,n,b
)
for

the not-actuated state, where size is a function to find the
number of data-points.

4.2.2 Gaussian mixture model (GMM)/Gaussian mixture
regression (GMR)

The input to GMM is the above described result on the selec-
tion of similar demos. The GMM is used to extract constrains
of the aligned trajectories (Calinon et al. 2007) and GMR is
used to produce the learned end-effector path which can be
used to control the robot efficiently (Calinon 2009).

The set of selected demos are fed to the learning sys-
tem that trains the GMM in order to build the probabilistic
model of the data. Every demo consists of data-points βγ =
{βs, βt }, where βs ∈ R7, s is spatial variables, βt ∈ R. In the
presented approach the dimensionality of the data-points is
equal to 8; 7 dimensions {x, y, z, qx, qy, qz, qw} and the tem-
poral dimension. In the learning phase, the model is created
with a predefined number N of Gaussians. Each Gaussian
consists of the following parameters: mean vector, covari-
ance matrix and the prior probability. Each Gaussian has a
dimensionality 8. The probability density function p

(
βγ

)
for

amixture of N Gaussians is calculated based on the following
equation (Calinon 2009)

p
(
βγ

) =
N∑

n=1

πn
1

√
(2π)8 |Σn|

e
− 1

2

[
(βγ −μn)

T
Σ−1

n (βγ −μn)
]

(4)

where: πn are the prior probabilities, μn = {
μn,t , μn,s

}
are

the mean vectors and Σn =
(

Σn,t Σn,ts

Σn,st Σn,s

)
are the covari-

ance matrices of the GMM. The parameters (prior, mean and
covariance) of the GMM are estimated by the expectation-
maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster et al. 1977). In
Figs. 4c and 6a, the GMM for one subtask of the gripper
assembly scenario is shown.

The learned GMM parameters for the task are given as
input to the GMR in order to generalise a path. The GMR
has the advantage that generates a fast and optimal output
from the GMM (Calinon 2009). The output path β̂ of the
GMR is calculated as:

β̂ =
{

βt ,

N∑

n=1

anβ̂n,s

}

(5)

where: an = p(βt |n)
∑N

n=1 p(βt |n)
and

β̂n,s = μn,s + Σn,st
(
Σn,t

)−1 (
βt − μn,t

)
,∀n = {1, . . . , N } .

In Figs. 4d and 6b, the generated GMR path from the learned
GMM is shown.

5 Low-level adaptation of the learned task
(online working phase)

An algorithm based on GMM is used for the adaptation of
a learned task (end-effector path) to different poses of the
involved objects and to obstacle avoidance. This algorithm
starts from the real-time object identification so that the robot
knowswhichof the identifiedobjects shall be grasped (picked
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Table 3 Notations for Sect. 5
Offline Learning Phase: Output

N Total number of Gaussians in the GMM model

i i = {1, . . . , 7} represents the dimensions {x, y, z, qx, qy, qz, qw}
respectively

j j = {1, . . . , N } the number of the Gaussian respectively

k k = {1, . . . , 7} represents the position, orientation and dimensions
for the objects {x, y, z, yaw angle, length, width, height},
respectively

GMi, j Mean values of the learned GMM for 7 dimensions of the end
effector of each robotic arm

pick The Gaussian that corresponds to the grasping point ee.on.index
in the learned path β̂

place The Gaussian that corresponds to the releasing point ee.of f .index
in the learned path β̂

Obj .pickk Original object position and orientation for an object to be picked
up (grasped)

Obj .placek Original object position and orientation for an object to be placed
(released)

ee.oni , ee.off i Position and Orientation (quaternion) of the end effector when
gripper actuation status is on, off in the learned path β̂

Online working phase: environmental perception

Obj .pick′
k Current object position and orientation for a pick object

Obj .place′
k Current object position and orientation for a place object

Obj .obst ′k Current object position and orientation for an obstacle

Online working phase: output of the modification of Gaussian means of the learned GMM

G M ′
i, j Mean values of the modified GMM for 7 dimensions of the end

effector of each robotic arm

up), with which robot arm and where those objects shall be
released (placed). Secondly, the algorithm uses the human
collaborator input on the sequence of actions, either confir-
mation of the learned sequence or suggestion of a different
sequence (as explained in Sect. 3). Then, a novel robust algo-
rithm is introduced that modifies the means of the learned
Gaussian Model for the task in order to adapt to the new
pose of the objects and to avoid collision with obstacles in
real time. Once the new GMM has been created, the GMR is
used to generate the new path (low-level) which is mapped
to the learned actions (high-level) of the task. The execution
of the task is performed by the real robot. The notations that
are used in this section can be found in Table 3.

5.1 Modification of Gaussianmeans of the learned
Gaussianmixture model

In this section, the proposed algorithm formodification of the
means of learned Gaussians is explained in order to success-
fully adapt the actions of the task to the position (dimension
x, y) and orientation of the current objects. The dimension
z is also modified only when there are obstacles in order to
avoid collision.

The inputs of the proposed algorithm are the outputs of
the offline learning phase: GM, pick, place, N, Obj.pick,
Obj .place, ee.on, ee.of f , and the output of the environ-
mental perception module for the current identified objects:
Obj .pick′, Obj .place′ and Obj .obst ′

The Algorithm 1 explains how the modification of Gaus-
sian Means is performed. Algorithms 2–4 explain functions
that are used in Algorithm 1. The Algorithm 1 is generic and
it does not depend on the number of Gaussians (as long as
the Gaussians are more than 4).

The algorithm 1 consists of the following steps in order
to achieve the modification of the Gaussians for the specific
environment:
– Step 1: New mean values for first and last Gaussians (Algo-
rithm 1, line 1–4)
The newmean values for the first and last Gaussians are equal
to the mean values of the first and last learned Gaussians, as
shown in Fig. 4c. The first and last Gaussian represents a
position in which the arm is far away from the working table.
– Step 2: Identification of the pick and place Gaussians
The pick and place Gaussians are identified by mapping the
position of the end-effector in which the gripper should grasp
(pick) and release (place) the object to the corresponding
Gaussians, as shown in Fig. 4c.
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– Step 3: Modification of mean value for pick and place Gaus-
sians (Algorithm 1, line 5)
The new mean values of the pick and place Gaussians are
modified based on the newposition and orientation of the cur-
rent objects, by calling the function for modification of pick
and place Gaussian means (Algorithm 2). In Algorithm 2
the mean values for the pick and place Gaussians are cal-
culated in lines 2–5 for the dimensions x, y. An example of
modification of the pick Gaussian can be seen in Fig. 4e. The
dimension z is not needed since the current and the original
objects are the same (so they have same height). To calcu-
late the mean values for the quaternions, there is the need to
know firstly the difference (in quaternion) between the yaw
angle of the current object and of the original object. The
angle difference in quaternion for the pick and place object
is calculated in the lines 6 and 7 of Algorithm 2 with the help
of the function “ f ind Rot” which is described in Algorithm
3. After the Algorithm 3 calculates the change of the object
angle in quaternions, the product of two quaternions is calcu-
lated. The first quaternion is calculated from the Algorithm
3 and the second quaternion is the orientation of end effector
when the gripper grasped or released an object in the learned
path (Algorithm 2, lines 8 and 9). Finally, the modified mean
values for the pick and place Gaussians for the quaternion
are calculated in lines 10–13 of the Algorithm 2.
– Step 4: Find close Gaussians to pick and place Gaussians
(Algorithm 1, line 6)
The Gaussians that are close to the pick and place are found
by calling the function “findCloseGaus”. This function com-
pares the difference between each Gaussian mean and the
ee.on, ee.of f separately for each dimension {x, y, z, qx, qy,
qz, qw} and, if this difference is smaller than a defined thresh-
old value, then this Gaussian is selected as close. The output
of this function is closeGausi,m , where m = {1, . . . , 4} rep-
resents the close Gaussians before pick, after pick, before
place, after place, respectively. The reason the close Gaus-
sians needs to be determined is to perform the task more
accurately since the most important Gaussians are those near
the pick and place. An example of close Gaussians can be
seen in Fig. 4c.
– Step 5: Modification of mean values of the close Gaussians
(Algorithm 1, line 7)
The mean values of the close Gaussians are modified by
calling the function “modCloseGM”. At first, this function
calculates the difference diff p = GM ′

i,p − GMi,p, for p =
{pick, place}. Next, the close Gaussians are also modified by
the same difference diff p. An example of the modification
of close Gaussians is shown in Fig. 4f.
– Step 6: Modification of mean values of the remaining Gaus-
sians (Algorithm 1, line 8–14)
The mean values of the remaining Gaussians are also mod-
ified by calling the function “modMidGM” (Algorithm 4)
for the intermediate Gaussians to provide a smoother path.

An example of the modification of intermediate (remaining)
Gaussians is shown in Fig. 4g.
–Step 7: Find Gaussians which are in collision with obstacles
(Algorithm 1, line 15)
The function “findObsGM” determines which Gaussians are
in collision with the identified obstacles. Every edge {x, y,
z} of a bounding box for every obstacle is compared with
the GM ′. If a mean value of the GM ′ is inside the obstacle’s
bounding box, then this Gaussian is flagged as “Gaussian in
obstacle”. Furthermore, for the Gaussians between the pick
and place Gaussians, the dimensions of the picked object are
also taken into account.
– Step 8: Modification of mean values Gaussians which are
in collision with obstacles (Algorithm 1, line 16)
The last step is to provide the modification of the Gaussians
in order to avoid collision with obstacles. Themean values of
Gaussians in obstacles are modified by adding the obstacle’s
height to the z dimension of the GM ′ or, if the Gaussians
in obstacles are in between pick and place Gaussians, by
adding the obstacle’s height plus the picked current object’s
height to the z dimension of the G M ′ plus a safety distance.
The obstacle avoidance happens in z dimension as shown in
Fig. 6c. The assumption is that the position of obstacles does
not prevent the completion of the task, i.e. obstacle is not on
the target position.
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5.2 Gaussianmixture regression (GMR)

Themodifiedmean vector (GM ′ orμ′
n,s), which is the output

of the presented algorithm inSect. 5.1will be used to generate
the adapted to the changed environment path β̂ ′ via GMR.
The Eq. (5), presented in Sect. 5.2, will be modified to the
following equation:

β̂ ′ =
{

βt ,

N∑

n=1

an β̂ ′
n,s

}

(6)

where β̂ ′
n,s = μ′

n,s + Σn,st
(
Σn,t

)−1 (
βt − μn,t

)
, ∀n =

{1, . . . , N }.
The adapted path β̂ ′ has all the essential features (i.e. pick

and place) of the demos but, additionally, adapts to the new
environmental conditions, as shown in Figs. 4h and 6d.

6 Real robot experimental results in an
industrial assembly scenario

In the presented work, the assembly of a robot gripper is
selected as an industrial assembly scenario to evaluate the
suggested robot learning framework, as explained in Sect. 3.

Figure 5a shows a real-time working environment, in
which the human collaborator set up the gripper parts in
poses different from the demonstrated ones. Additionally,
the human collaborator has selected a sequence of actions
different from the demonstrated one. The robot performs the
suggested sequence together with the human collaborator,
as shown in Fig. 5b. After each subtask is completed by
the robot, which is after two gripper parts are placed next
to each other, the human screws the parts together. After
that, for safety reasons, human collaborator confirms in Vir-
tual Environment-based SituationAwarenessmodule that the
robot can continue with the next subtask. At the end of the
sub-task, the human collaborator provides a feedback if the
sub-task sequence of actions was performed well or not by
the robot.

Figure 6e shows a real-time execution of the right subtask
2 (sequence based on Fig. 2d), in which an additional object
is added as an obstacle. The robot was able to avoid the
obstacle but the picked object (black part) was not positioned
properly. The reason is that the black part is heavy (1kg) and
it oscillated during the manipulation by the vacuum gripper
which caused the object misplacement.

7 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, a robot learning framework for industrial assem-
bly applications is presented. The task is demonstrated in
multiple human demos via kinesthetic teaching. The robot
learns the sequence of actions (high-level) and the end-
effector paths (low-level) needed to complete the assembly
task. The learning is done in the offline learning phase while
the reproducing of the learned actions and paths is done in
the online working phase. This reproduction is possible even
in the case of the changes in environment, such as different
poses of the objects to be manipulated and present obstacles.
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Fig. 5 Example of human–robot collaboration for the gripper assembly
task. a Initial scene during demo (left) and during a real-time working
environment (right), b the robot executes the learned by demo task with

a different sequence of actions suggested by the human collaborator
and different pose of gripper parts (Color figure online)
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Fig. 6 Example of the right subtask 2 (suggested sequence from human
collaborator as shown in Fig. 2d) with obstacle avoidance for the z-
dimensions a learnedGMM from the demos, b generated path via GMR

from the learned GMM, cmodified GMM (step 8), d generated path via
GMR from the modified GMM, e the robot executes the subtask (Color
figure online)

Additionally, the framework offers to the human collaborator
the possibility to change the order of the sequence of actions
without additionally training.

Anovelmethod for selection of similar demos is suggested
and implemented and GMM/GMR is used to reproduce the
learned path based on the selected demos. This method also
copes with the human demonstrator imprecision in placing
the objects during demos.

In the online working phase, a novel modification of
the GMM algorithm for the adaptation to environmental
changes is suggested and implemented. The algorithm is
tested in a real-world assembly scenario with a dual-arm
industrial robot collaborating with a human and the experi-
mental results are presented.
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